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1. Introduction and Summary 

If X1 , X2 , ••• is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
n 

· random variables with finite first moment p, then almost surely, L XJn con-
- . . i=1 

verges to J1. as n tends to infinity (the strong law of large numbers). Suppose 
now, that we move our setting from the real line to the space of nonempty com
pact sets :ff' in lR d with an additivity operation defined by, K 1 EBK2 = {k1 + k2 : 

k1 E K1 , k2 E K 2}. This space possesses many analogous notions to the real line, 
some of which are detailed in the next section. Suffice it for the moment to keep 
the development on an intuitive level, and leave Sects. 2 and 3 to fill in the mathe-

• matical gaps; Let X; be a sequence ofi.i.d. :ff' -valued random sets, with expectation 
· tS'(X 1). Then Artstein and Vitale [2], and later Cressie [4] have shown that almost· 
surely, (X1EBX2 Ef) ••• EBXn)/n converges to C(6"(X1)), where C(K) is convex hull 
of K. This then is the strong law of large numbers for random compact sets. 

Returning to the random variable setting, we might ask if there are results 
n 

on the rate of convergence of L XJn to p. The answer is yes, since it is well 

known that provided tS'(X 1 - p)1::a2 exists, then Vn (t
1 
XJn- J1.) I (J converges 

in distribution to the standard normal random variable Z (central limit theorem). 
n 

That is, .L X;/n ~ J1. +a Z/yn. Now because r~ndom compact sets obey a strong 
•=1 

law of large rtumbers, it is tempting to conjecture that the analogy goes further, 
to a central limit theorem. Very preliminary work can be found in [5], which 
is an abstract of a talk presented to the Eighth Conference on Stochastic Processes 
and its Applications, Canberra, 1978. ~ 

Section 2 sets out all the background notions needed for working with random 
sets (addition, subtraction, topologies, a-algebras, weak convergence, etc.). The 
main result (the central limit theorem) is proved in Sect. 3, first for random 
convex compact sets, and then for the more general random compact sets. 
Section 4 contains some examples showing how the central limit theorem for 
random variables and random vectors is really just a special case of our result, 
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38 N. Cressie 

and an example showing what the final result looks like when the X;'s have 
realizations which are strikingly different. 

2.Definitions and Lemmata 

Let ff denote the set of all closed subsets'of a locally compact, Hausdorff, and 
· separable space E, and .Y{' c ff denote the set of all compact sets of E. For any 
· B c E, define, 

ff8 = {F: FEff, F nB=t=~} 

!F8 ::{F: FE!F, FnB=~}. 

Then for K compact and G1 , ••• , G n open, we can generate sets of the form, 
ffK n ffG

1 
n ... n :FGn· This class of subsets of ff is a base for a topology on :F. 

It can be shown [6] that the topological space ff is compact, Hausdorff and 
separable. Equipped with a topology on ff, we can now be rigorous about 
convergence of a sequence of closed sets. Furthermore, by taking countable 
uni~ns and intersections of the open sets of the topological space ff, and calling 
_the collection of such sets, J:, we have generated a a-algebra on :F. 

A random closed set is defined as a measurable mapping X, from a prob
ability space (Q, d, Q) into the measure space (ff, I:). Let P ·be the law. of X, 
i.e. the probability induced on J;'by: 

Suppose we particularize to ·E = lR. d, and for A1 , A 2 c lR. d, AE JR., define Min
kowski (set) addition as' A1$A2 ={a1 +a2 : a1EA1 , a2 EA2 }, and scalar multi
plication as A.A1 ={A. a1 : a1 E A1}. Further definitions are: 

The Hausdorff distance between two sets A1, A 2 c lR. dis defined as, p (A1 , A 2 ) = 
inf {A.: A1 cA 2 EBB(A.), A 2 c A1 EBB(A.)}, where the set B(r) is just the ball of radius r; 
i.e. B(r)= {a: [[a[[;;;; r}, and [[ · [[ denotes the usual Euclidean norm. 

The norm of a set A, is defined as, [[A[[ =p(A, {O})=sup {[[a[[: aEA}. 
The Minkowski-subtraction of a set A 2 from A1. is defined as, A1 8A2 = 

(A!$A 2 )<c, where A<c = {xElR.d: x¢A}, is the complement of A. 
The reflecteiset of A is defined as, A={ -a:·aEA}. 
The corrected-subtraction of a set A 2 from A 1 is defined as, A1 GA2 = A1 8A2 • 

The opening of A with respect to Dis defined as, Av=(AGD)$D. 
I The cl~sing with A with respect to Dis defined as AD=(A$D)8D. 

Lemma 2.1 [6, Sect. 1-5] 
(i) AvcAcAD. 

(ii) AD= ((A<c)v)<c. • 

If .9' c .'?7! where f!J> is the set of all subsets of E, then let C(Y') denote the set 
of aile elements of .9' which are convex. IfF E !!i', then C(ff) will denote the convex 
hull of F. Denote .Y{'' as the space of all non-empty compact subsets of lR.d, i.e . 
.Y{'' = .Y{'\ {~}. 
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Lemma 2.2 [6, p. 15]. The space (Jf'', p) is a separable, Hausdorff, locally compact, 
metric space. • 

Henceforth, we will restrict our attention to random closed sets which are 
almost surely non-empty compact; i.e. the measurable mapping in the definition 

. above, maps into Jf'' c fli'. The topology generated by p is strictly finer than the 
relative topology induced on Jf'' by §' [6, Sect. 1-4]. We will use tJle former 
topology to generate a (Borel) a-algebra on Jf'', via the open sets. To see that 
random vectors are just a special case of random compact sets, restrict realizations 
of the measurable mapping to single element sets (which are trivially compact). 
If we further restrict ourselves to d = 1, then random variables result. 

It is well known that upon adding n independent copies, of a random variable 
followed by a normalization of 1/n, then provided mild regularity conditions 
are satisfied, the result is almost surely the expected value of the random variable. 
This result, known as the law of large numbers, also holds for random vectors, 
and the natural question to ask is whether the law is in fact intrinsic to random 
sets, with random vectors and variables appearing as special cases. To proceed 
further we need a notion of the expectation of a random set. A selection of a 
random closed set X ciRd, is a random vector xEIRd, such that x(w)EX(w) a.s. 
Then define Iff X, the expectation of the random closed set X as Iff X= {tff(x): 
x is a selection of X}. 

' .. 

Proposition 2.1 [2]. Let X1 , X2 , ••• be independent and identically distributed. 
(i.i.d.) Jf''-valued random sets, such that tff(IIX1 II)< oo. Then, 

(X1 EBX2 $ .. ~EBXn)/n-+tffC(X1)a.s., as n-+oo. 

The convergence is in the metric space (Jf'', p). • 

The proof of the above proposition uses little of the geometric setting available, 
and as a result, the simple evaluations of C C(X1) in important ,cases are missed. 
The most important case we feel is where X1 ' has a finite number of possible 
realizations: c_? 

\ 

with probability p1 
(~ 

(2.1) 
with probabilitY.Pk• 

k 

where KiE Jf'', j = 1, ... , k, and L pi= 1. In this simple case, one has the intuitive 
i=l 

idea that CC(X1) should equal p1 C(K1)EBp2 C(K2)$ ... Ef)pkC(Kk). Indeed, via 
geometrical means, the following can be proved: 

Proposition 2.2 [4]. Let X1 , X2 , ••• be i.i.d. random sets distributed according to 
(2.1). Then, 

(X1 EBX2 $ ... EBXn)/n-+ p1 C(K1)$ ... Ef)pk C(Kk) a.s., as n-+ oo. • 
) 

. Cressie proves other versions of this proposition when X1 takes on more 
general forms, however the essential ideas remain clearest in the case of (2.1). 
It is for this reason that we will in the sequel, work only with random sets of this 
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form. The _(central limit theorem) results for the more complicated sets that 3 a_ 
were dealt with in [4], will be presented in a subsequent paper. 

Returning to the special case where the random set becomes a random su1 
variable, we see that, (X1 + ... +Xn)/n-t&'(X1)~o a.s., as n~oo. Thus there is dis 
the hope ·that renormalization of the left hand side by a bn(bn j oo), will give 
some sort of convetgence to a random variable; i.e. a central limit theorem 
might be available. It is our intention to show that geometrically speaking, 
the central limit theorem is fundamentally a theorem for random sets, with so 
random variables and random vectors taking their place as corollaries to this 

·main result. 

I 
c 

In order to proceed, we must firstly define what we meim by "weak con
vergence" of a sequence of random set laws to a limiting random set law. Sup-
pose {Xn} is a sequence of random closed sets, and also that X is a random sin 
closed set. Then define wri 

. (2.2) 

to mean that t&'(g(Xn)) ~ C(g(X)), as n ~ oo, for all bounded continuous furic- Th 
tions g: :F ~JR. We say that the law of Xn converges weakly to the law of X. 
Of course when {Xn}, X Eff' a.s., we need only consider bounded continuous 
functions on :ff'. But we know from Lemma 2:2 that (:ff', p) is a metric space. 
Therefore, to· see what weak convergence means in terms of probabilities on 
the open (and the corresponding closed) sets: 

(ff't={KE.:ff': KnF=~}, F closed, 

:ff~= {KE .:ff': K n F =!=~}, G open, 
\---; __.,........--.~ ,-- ·.:, ' 

we can apply the results of Chapt. 1, Sect 2 of [3]. There all one needs is the 
underlying space to be a metric space, and the a-algebra to be generated by 
the open sets. In particular the application of Billingsley;s Theorem 2.1 to our 
case of (.:ff', p) is interesting. For example: 

Xn~ X =>lim sup P,(K nF=t=~~P(K nF=!=~, 

where {P,}, P are the measures induced by {..K,}, X respectively, and F is any 
closed set. We will not pursue these relationships further, since they are not 
central to our theme. The next section proves the main result, namely a central 
limit theorem for random compact sets. 

3. A Central Limit Theorem 

As stated previously, this development will be for random sets defined by (2.1). 
We will initially restrict the realizations Ki; j= 1, ... , n, to be convex ,compact 
sets, and later drop the convexity assumption. The notation, 

m 

A1A1 EB.I.2 A2$ ... $Am Am= I EBAz Az, 
l~l 

(3.1) 

Si 

n 

I 
i~l 

In 

Pr 

Pr 

·is very convenient. 
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/ 
3 a) Convex Compact Case 

----, 

Suppose "'X1,LX2 , .•• is1a sequence of random s~ts;,jndependent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) as (2.1), where the realizations KiE C(.ff'); j = 1, ... , n. Define, 

Si,n=no. realizations of X1, ... , Xn equal to Ki; j= 1, ... , k; 

k 

so L sj. n = n. Therefore, 
i=1 

n 

L (f;X;/n = (S1, nfn) K1 (f; ... (f;(Skjn) Kk, 
i=1 

(3.2) 

since the K/s are convex. No~ provided the reals A., J1 are non-negative, we can 
write: 

(3.3) 

This relation (3.3) is extremely useful, but leads to a "strange.Iooking" result 
because A and J1 must be non-negative. Hence choose those indices j (1 ;£j < k) 
where, 

(3.4) 

are non negative, and write: 

n k 

L (f;X;/n= L (f; lJ.nl(lJ,n~O) Kj 
i= 1 i= 1 

k 

(f; L {pjl(J},n~O)+(Sjjn) l(J},n;£0)} Kj 
j=1 

= V,(f;Cn. (3.5) 

Similarly, it is easy to show that, 

k k 

L (f;pjKj= L (f;(- J},n)J(J},n;£0)Kj ... (f;Cn 
i= 1 i= 1 

= W,.(f;Cn. (3.6) 

Thus from· relations (3.5) and (3.6), we see that the "difference" between 
n 

L (f;XJn and c&'(X1), is essentially summarized by the two sets V, and W,.. 
i=1 -

Indeed the following is true: 

Proposition 3.1 

Proof. The left hand side equals 

.Vn (V,(f; Cn)Gyn (W,(f; (\), 
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whichfrom [6, p. 17] is just: 

{(yn YnE11Vn C")8Vn C"}ev'/1 W,=(v'/1 _Vn)vnc"8Vn W,; 

see the definition of the closure of one set with respect to another. But since 
Vn Yn is convex, then by Proposition 1~5-3 of [6], the above equals, 

\ 

From here it seems natural to expect a weak convergence result. 
' 

Proposition 3.2. As n- oo, 

k 

VnYn~ IE111Jl(lj~O)Kj=V 
j=l 

k 

Vn~~ LEI1(-lj)l(lj~O)Kj=W, 
i= 1 

in the sense of (2.2). Here Y=(Y,, ... ,~)are jointly normal random variables 
with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix D = (d;i), where 

1~j+i~k 

1 ~j=i~k. 

•Proof Suppose g is a bounded continuous real function on :!{''. Note that the 
random set Vn Yn (and Vn ~) derives its randomness solely from the coefficients 
VnYn=Vn(l~·"' ... , ~.n). Define the function h: IRk-IR, by: 

h(y)::g ctl $yil(yi~.O)Ki)· 
Then by Proposition 1-5-1 of [6], we easily have that his a bounded continuous 
function on IRk. But it is well known that, Vn Yn ~ Y; i.e. C(h(VnYn))- C(h(Y)), 
as n- oo. Hence C(g(v'/1 Yn))- C(g(V)), as n- oo, for all bounded continuous 
real g. Hence the result. An identical argument shows that Vn ~ ~ W. • 

It is tempting to' conclude as a corollary, that Vn YnGVn ~ ~ VG W, 
but this is false. Firstly there is the possibility that either the left hand side or 
the right hand side is empty, and 1hence is not a member Of%'. Secondly, the 
map (K1 , K 2)- K18K2 from %'X:!{'' into :!{' is only upper semi-continuous; 
see [6], Proposition 1-5-2. If it was a continuous mapping and the elements 
were members of:!{'', then the assertion would be immediate. We are therefore 
forced to look·for another way of determining the "difference" between two sets. 
The obvious choice is the Hausdorff distance defined in Sect. 2. 

I 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose X 1 , X 2 , ... is a sequence of random compact convex sets 
i.i.d. as (2.1), where the realizations {Kj} belong to C(%'). Then as n -~oo, 

I 

where V and Ware defined in Proposition 3.2. 
" 1 I 

' ' 
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Proof From (3.5) and (3.6), the left hand side equals; 

p(V,EBCn, ~EBCn)=inf{s: V,EBCnc(~EBCn)EBB(s), 

~EBCnc(V,EB Cn)EBB(s)} 

=inf{s: V,EBCnc(~EBB(s))EBCn 

~EB Cnc(V,EBB(s))EB Cn}. 

43 

But forK, A, B convex compact, A$KcB$K if and only if AcB. Hence the 
above equals, ' · 

inf{s: V,c~EBB(s), ~cV,EBB(s)}=p(V,, ~). 

Finally, if we observe that p ( ·, ·) is a continuous function from :f{' x :f{' into 1R +, 
then application of Proposition 3.2 gives the result. • 

This result confirms our suspicion that the normalized "difference" between 
the average and its expectation is just the "difference" between the random 
convex compact sets V and W, where the randomness is derived from a set of 
dependent normal co-efficients. ' 

Corollary 3.1 [5]. If k=2 (i.e. there are just two possible realizations in (2.1)), then: 

where Z 1 is a random variable having the standard normal distribution. • 

3 b) Compact Case 

We now relax the convexity assumption of Sect. 3a), and prove the central limit 
theorem for random compact sets with distributions given by (2.1); the passage 
is made easier by the following: 

Proposition 3.2 (Shapley-Folkman; see Arrow and Hahn [1, p. 396]). Let L;e:ff'; 
i= 1, ... , n; be such that IlL; II ~M. Recall that :ff' is the set of all nonempty 
compact subsets of JR. d. Then, · 

p (t:EBL;, c(t1 $L;))~d!M, 
the right hand side being independent of n. • 

,Suppose we define the random (convex, compact) sets: 

k 

V= L $1)1(1)~0) C(Kj), 
i=l 

k . 

W= L $(-1))1(1)~0) C(Kj), 
i=l 

(3.7) 
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where Y = ( Yi, ... , ~) are the jointly normal random variables defined in Prop

osition 3.2; (Note that the Y;'s satisfy the linear restriction, .± ¥;=0.) Then ~e 
can prove: •=1 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose X1o X2 , ... is a sequence of random compact sets i.i.d. as 
(2.1). As n -Ht), 

Vn p (t
1 
$X;/n, C(S(Xd)) ~ p(V, W), 

where V i:md W are defined by (3. 7). 

Proof By the triangle inequality, 

Vn p (t
1 
$ C(X;)/n, C(cff(X1)))-,-Vn p ( C (t

1 
$X;) In, it

1 
$X;/n) 

~Vn p (t
1 
$X;/n, C(cff(X1))) 

~Vn p (~ $C(X;)/n, C(S(X1}}) +yn p (t
1 
$XJn, C (t

1 
$X;) In). 

We wish to apply Proposition 3.2, so note that [[X;I[ ~M a.s.; i= 1, ... , n. Hence 

Vn p Ct1$XJn, c ct1 $X;) In) ~dt M~nt, a.s. Therefore it is sufficient to 

study the limiting behaviour of Vn p (~1 $ C(X;)/n, C(S(X1})). Application of 

Theorem 3.1 to the i.i.d. sequence C(X1}. C(X2), ... gives weak convergence to 
the law of limiting random quantity, p(V, W). • 

A· few observations are worth making. Firstly, note that the appropriate 
· normalization is yn. As has been emphasised in Aristein and Vitale [2], the 
averaging operation is also a convexifying operation, leading to Proposition 2.1. 
This property does not stop at the law oflarge numbers: Theorem 3.2 (the central 
limit theorem) also involves convex, hulls of the realizations. In the initial stages 
of this research, a lot of effort wa~ spent in looking for a set analogue to the 
notion of variance; the idea was to use it in the normalization, along with yn. 
However this proved to be a stumbling block; it is now clear from Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2, why this was so. Essentially, the normalized "difference" between the 
set average and its expect~d value, is given by the "difference" between two 
random sets which are made up of random linear combinations of deterministic 
sets. Basically then, this is all the central limit theorem is saying, and so the . 
idea of a variance becomes a secondary consideration. ' 

4. Examples 
.,.'\'. I 

The first example is the speciarcase of d=1, and Ki={xi}, xielR.;j=1, ... ,k. 

Now C(Xd= it
1 
$pi{xi} =Lt/i :Xi}• which being a one point set, is automati-
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n 

cally convex. Also L $X1/n is just a one point set; .we will abuse our notation 
- . i-1 . . . 

slightly by refering to xi as both a random (point) 'set in: lR 1' and as a' real random 

variable (the element of itl $Xi/n is written as itl Xjn). Hence by Th~orem ~J; .. 

where (Y;., ... , ¥,)are the jointly normal randomvariables defined in Proposition 
3.2. But since linear combinations of normal random variables are also normal, 
we have: 

Vn p ~ -r IZI, where Z is a unit normal. 

The quantity -r can be evaluated by computing: 

-r
2

= Var (.± lJxi) 
J=l 

k . • . 

= L Pi(l -:- P) xJ + 2 L L (-Pi Pi) xi xi 
j-1 1;2;i<j;2;k 

=Var(XJ 

Therefore, 01 p/(var(X1))t ~ IZI,· which is the central limit theorem as we 
know it. 

By using the distance measure p, we lose the sign of the difference between 
n 

· L Xjn and t&"(X1). In the case of one point sets however, the obstacles (outlined 

j~~hesequel to Proposition 3.2)toprovingthatyn{_f $XjnGC(X1)}~ VGW, 
disappear. Thus, •=1 · 

Vn tt
1 
EBXi/n8C(X1)}=01 (t

1 
XJn-~t/ixi) ~(Var(X1))t. Z. (4.1) 

The second example treats a special case where again the realizations in (2J) 
are one point sets. We take the case d=2, since higher dimensions add nothing 
new. Write the Kiin (2.1) as {(x1i, x 2i)} ;j = 1, ... , k. Then for example, A.1 K1 $A.2K2 
is the one point set {(A.1 x11 + A.2 x12 , A.1 x21 +A.2 x22)}. Just as in the first example, 
the central limit theorem result is in fact stronger than Theorem 3.1. Suppose 

. Xi=(Xli, X 2i) is the random vector corresponding to the random (one point) 
set Xi. Then, 

Vn tt
1 
$X;/n8C(Xl)J =Vn (t

1
X;/n-J/r (x1i, x2)) 

k 

~ VGW= L l}·(xli•x2), 
j=l 
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where a small abuse of notation occurs in writing the right hand sides as random 
vectors rather than random sets (a similar notational licence is taken in (4.1)). 
Thus the normalized corrected-Minkowski subtraction converges weakly to the 
random set whose element is a zero mean bivariate normal random vector. 
The variance covariance matrix has variances which are respectively, 

k k )2 
i~/ixii- C~/ix1i =Var(Xu), and Var(X2 ;); 

the algebra is identical to that of the first example. The covariance term is, 

k k ) k 
Cov (.L ljx1i• ,L ljx2i = LPi(1-pi)x1ix2i+2 ,L ,L (-p;p)xuxzi 

i=1 i=1 i=1 1~i<i~k 

k k ) k ) 
= .L Pi X1i X2i- ( . .L Pi Xu ( .L Pi X2i 

}=1 1=1 }=1 

=Cov(X1;, X2 ;). 

This is exactly the bivariate central limit for i.i.d. two dimensional vectors. 
The third example involves i.i.d. random sets with realizations that- are 

geometrically different. We take the setting to be the plane IR.2
, and in (2.1) 

put K1=B(the u.nit disk), K 2 =1={(x1,0): O~x1 ~1} (the unit interval along 
the Xi-axis), K 3 =P={(1,0)} (a one point set), and p1=p2 =p3 =1/3. Then 
t&"(X1)=1/3 U {(x1,x2): (x 1 -x~-1)2 +x~~1}; i.e. the disk stretched in the 

O~x\~1-

direction of the x caxis, translated horizontally along the x 1-axis by one unit, 
and then scaled by 1/3. We can apply Theorem 3.1 in this case, since all reali
zations are convex: 

Vn p (t
1 
((f)XJn, t&"(X1)) ~ p(V, W), 

where p(V, W) is a random variable depending on the zero mean normal random 
vector Y = (11, Y2 , Y3 ) with variance covariance matrix: 

( 

2/9 
-1/9 

' -1/9 

-1/9 
2/9 

-1/9 

-1/9) 
-1/9 ; 

2/9 

note that Yi + Y2+ Y3 = 0. In fact, 

p(V, W) = p(Yi I(Yi ~0) · BEB Y2 I(Y2 ~0) · JEB Y3 I(Y3 ~0) · P, 

(- Yi) I(Yi ~0)'- BEB(- Y2 ) I(Y2 ~0) · JEB(- Y3)I(Y3 ~0) · P) 

21Yil + IY2I; Yi >0, Y2 >0 or(- Yi)>O, (...:.. Y2)>0 

)Yil; 0< Y3 ~2 Yi or 9<(- Y3)~2(- Yi) 

IY31-1Yil; 0<2 Yi < Y3 or 0<2(- Yi)<(- Y3 ) 

2IY3I + IY21; Y2 >0, Y3 >0 or (- Y2 )>0, (- Y3)>0. 
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The mean and variance can be obtained by integrating p(V, W) and p2 (V, W) 
over the appropriate range in the (lJ., Y2 , Y3)-space, but it is tedious. This relatively 
straightforward example illustrates how complicated Theorem 3.2 can become, 
when taken out of its geometrical setting. 
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